
Excerpt from Peace, the Illumination of Niagara Falls Twenty‐one 15‐inch and fifteen 30‐inch searchlights set in batteries which were
scattered along the gorge and cliffs above on the Canadian side converged their rays first on the American Falls and then on the Horseshoe
Falls. At first the light was white, but gradually turned to a roseate tint, then green, yellow and blue, until the foaming waters glittered with
all the soft rays of the rainbow. So well were the lights managed, that under them the natural beauty of the Falls did not suffer but was
enhanced. Occasionally all the lights were turned upwards. Their rays forming a great colored fan, visible on a clear night for one hundred
miles. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state‐of‐the‐art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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